
Traffic Patterns 
When choosing a location for the deck, consider how access points 
will affect walkway traffic both from inside the house and outside 
to other areas such as lawns and storage.
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lawns are wilder than others) and the more-

protected indoors.A deck with easy and obvious

access will entice guests to wander out at parties,

or simply encourage you to step out and check

the weather or admire the view. If a deck isn’t to

become a seldom-used hideaway, it should be a

fully integrated, but outdoor, part of the house.

Obviously, a door (or doors) leading from the

house to the deck is a necessity. Some smaller

decks serve only bedrooms, but most decks serve

many purposes and people, so the door will usually

be located in the living, dining, or kitchen areas.

When locating a door, think in terms of walkways

that route traffic naturally around the perimeter

of a room, rather than directly through it.

With luck, you may have an existing door in

the right location. If there isn’t a suitable door,

consider creating an exterior walkway or board-

walk or adding a narrow, connecting deck to an

existing door.This can be a good solution on some

elevated decks because it may eliminate the extra

stairway needed to connect a too-distant door

with the new deck.Almost invariably, however,

it’s worth the trouble to add a new door rather

than live with a door that is poorly located.

As for the actual door, the one I prefer for deck

access is a full-glass, 5-ft.-to-6-ft.-wide patio unit

with one hinged door and one fixed panel. In more

moderate climates, a French door (where both

halves open) can help make the deck seem more of

an extension of the interior space.To avoid air leak-

age at the door, I always choose a hinged type with

compression weather-stripping rather than a sliding

door; recently, however, some sliding door manu-

facturers have alleviated the infiltration problem 

by using different hardware and weatherstripping.

Just as access from the deck to the house is an

important traffic consideration, access to the lawn

or yard also needs some thought. Stairways should

be located so that frequently used areas off the

deck are easy to get to. If the deck is large, this

The large glass wall and
French doors blur the bound-
aries between inside and out,
and the spacious deck extends
the living space when the
weather cooperates.

may mean having more than one stairway.Analyze

existing traffic routes and important work areas to

be sure you will have the necessary access to such

areas as driveways, garages, clotheslines, trash col-

lection, gardens, and dog houses.

While stairways and paths are the most com-

mon ways to provide access to a deck, a ramp may

be useful in some instances.Although not required

in most residential construction, a ramp will cer-

tainly be appreciated by a friend or relative con-

fined to a wheelchair.And a ramp can also make it

easier to wheel heavy garden carts, barbecue grills,
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